Shanghai Noon


Shanghai Noon 2000 - Box Office Mojo 7 Sep 2016. Shanghai Noon 3 is finally pressing ahead, with Owen Wilson and Jackie Chan both set to return Shanghai Noon on iTunes Watch Shanghai Noon movie trailer and get the latest cast info, photos, movie review and more on TVGuide.com. Shanghai Noon Cast and Crew - Cast Photos and Info Fandango Two cultures collide when East meets West in SHANGHAI NOON, a wildly hilarious, stunt-filled action-adventure comedy starring the death-defying action hero. Shanghai Noon 2000 - IMDb 21 Feb 2016. Shanghai Noon is an action-comedy film starring Jackie Chan, Owen Wilson, Lucy Liu, and Walton Goggins, released in the year 2000. SHANGHAI NOON British Board of Film Classification 6 Sep 2016. Napoleon Dynamite director Jared Hess is set to helm Shanghai Noon sequel Shanghai Dawn for MGM. The Third SHANGHAI NOON Film Will Be Led By NAPOLEON. A robber Owen Wilson and a Chinese Imperial Guardsman Jackie Chan rescue a princess Lucy Liu. BBC One - Shanghai Noon 6 Jan 2012 - 2 min - Uploaded by TouchstoneOnDemand Two cultures collide when East meets West in SHANGHAI NOON, a wildly hilarious, stunt-filled. Is Shanghai Noon suitable for children? Shanghai Noon summary of box office results, charts and release information and related links. Shanghai Noon 2000 - Rotten Tomatoes Find out everything Empire knows about Shanghai Noon. Read the latest news, features and the Empire review of the film. Shanghai Noon Movie Trailer, Reviews and More TV Guide 10 Oct 2000. Critics Consensus: Although the plot is really nothing to brag about, Jackie Chan and Owen Wilson work well together. The cinematography Shanghai Noon is the ultimate movie pun Movie Quibble Shanghai Noon is a comedy Western film starring Jackie Chan and Owen Wilson. Chan plays a Chinese guardsmen, Chon Wang, who travels to America to Shanghai Noon - Film - The AV Club Watch trailers, read customer and critic reviews, and buy Shanghai Noon directed by Tom Dey for $17.99. Shanghai Noon - Internet Movie Firearms Database - Guns in. Shanghai Noon is a 2000 American-Hong Kong martial arts western comedy film starring Jackie Chan, Owen Wilson and Lucy Liu. The first in the Shanghai film?Shanghai Noon DVD 2000: Amazon.co.uk: Jackie Chan, Owen Shanghai Noon on SHOWTIME - An imperial guard enlists the help of an outlaw to rescue a princess. Shanghai Noon 3 happening, director hired Den of Geek Read the Empire review of Shanghai Noon. Find out everything you need to know about the film from the worlds biggest movie destination. Shanghai Noon - YouTube Shanghai Noon is a 2000 American martial arts action comedy western film. The film, marking the directorial debut of Tom Dey, was written by Alfred Gough and Shanghai Noon Movie Review - Common Sense Media 26 May 2000. In that spirit, Shanghai Noon is the answer to Wild Wild West, although I am not sure these are the kinds of movies Godard had in mind. Shanghai Noon Is The Goofy Kung-Fu Western You Didn't Know. 14 Aug 2013. We review Jackie ChanOwen Wilson buddy comedy movie, Shanghai Noon, to help parents decide whether it is appropriate for kids. Shanghai Noon - Wikiquote Shanghai Noon is a 2000 Western comedy and martial arts film that stars Jackie Chan as a Chinese Imperial Guard who in the 19th century travels to the. Amazon.com: Shanghai Noon: Jackie Chan, Owen Wilson, Lucy Liu 25 May 2000. Shanghai Noon is the latest American effort from Hong Kong action mega-star Jackie Chan. Considerably more genuine and propulsive than Shanghai Noon Review Movie - Empire 11 Sep 2015. Shanghai Noon isn't a great movie because it pretty explicitly was not trying to be a great movie. You can tell they started with the terrible-pun Shanghai Noon 2000 Trailer - YouTube Shanghai Noon movie reviews & Metacritic score: When Lo Fong Roger Yuan kidnaps the Emperors daughter, Princess Pei Pei Kong action mega-star Jackie Chan.上海是龍城影業有限公司 Entertainment Firm Jackie Chan Films Limited.